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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUTION 

In this chapter the writer will conclude all of the chapter that Ghauri conflict 

through her life. Ghauri is a princess of Bharata from result of the analysis thus 

study shows that conflict can occur to anyon, and any age. Conflict is a condition 

when people struggle with something 

The writer want to show that conflict cann‟t be undertimated. A person who 

has a conflict sometimes need a other person to solve their problem. Conflict that Iis 

not solve properly can make q worse sitiation. 

Because there have many problem and conflict in daily live, the writer 

conducted research on conflict in a novel. In this study, the writer want to show that 

the role of social and relationship is an importand environment in life. on Ghuri life. 

She sent as prisoner by her brother Skanda. She is teat with harshment and rude in 

the jail. It make Ghauri have a conflict with the attendant and the guardian. She is 

wants to escape from the jail and come back to the Bharata to save her friend,Nalini. 

She ended with accept a offer from prince of Ujijain,Vikram. He offer her freedom 

is she wants to join a tournament. This is a magical tournament with death as the 

consequence and wish as the present. Ghauri is face two trial and one sacrifice. Two 

trial is she must find two key of immortality. The game is to make Ghauri became 

more better person. Because this game make this contestant accept their desire and 

fear. This is two kind of problem who alyaws suffering a human. Fear make a people 

always have a negatife feeling and desire is make people became greedy, a people 

always never enough with what they have. They always wants more and more. 

This thesis explain the type of Ghauri conflict in Roshani Chokshi A Crwon 

of Wishes. There are two kind of conflict that the writer applies in this thesis. The 

fisrt is internal conflict, it means a conflict that happen inside of the character of 

Ghauri. It is describe what motive for Ghauri to have a internal conflict and how the 

Ghauri solve her conflict. Gahuri is always want to take to throne from Skanda. She 

is claim that she do it for save ther friend and the people. But with all of the time she 

passed in the tournament she realized that she doall the thing because she floow her 

desire and fear. She ended his conflict with herself with win the tornament of 

wishes. She throw away all his desire and fear.  And external conflict is problem that 

face Ghuari with other character. What make problem between them and how the 

Ghauri solve her conflict. Gahuri is conflict his brothe Skanda.Skanda wants to kill 

her by sent her to Ujijain. But she solve their conflict. She never do the same thing 
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with Skanda. She forgive him with doesn‟t kill him but she earse her name from 

history of their kingdom. 

In this thesis it can be concluded that conflict can occur in anyone and have 

a impact if cann‟t be handeled properly and correctly. In this study it can be found 

that Ghuari is have a conflict with heself and her social. She fight over his brother 

Skanda and she have deal with Vikram and Kuvera to fisnish the tournament of 

whises. in this thesis can be found that the causes of ghauri conflict is her desire 

anad fear.this things always make Ghauri have a neghatif thingking and dfell 

unsecure. 

Every person always have a conflict. We should always face it never run 

away from it. Conflict make life is more challenge and became strong person. 

Conflict is the common thing that can make human change their fate and destiny. 
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